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16 Lincoln’s Inn Fields London WC2A 3ED 

tel: 0845 313 8449 

email: youthtfn@gmail.com 

 

 

Report back to YFN 
 
 

1. Name of your organisation and date funded by YFN: 
CoachBright and funded on 18

th
 June 

 
2. What does your organisation do?  

CoachBright helps disadvantaged pupils become independent and resilient learners so they can 
challenge for university and lead the lives they want. 
 

3. Can you describe/measure the impact that the specific YFN funded project/work has 
had?  

YFN funding has supported us in running two coaching programmes at Crest Academy and Stoke 
Newington School for Year 12 and Year 13 pupils. 

 
The funding was used in helping us market and recruit 25 coaches. 

 
Pupil survey headlines over the two programmes:  

 96% of pupils agreed or strongly agreed coaching helped them have higher expectations of 
their work. 

 96% of pupils strongly agree or agree the programme have made them harder workers as a 
result. 

 97% strongly agree or agree the programme has made them more engaged and motivated in 
their studies. 

 94% of pupils agreed they had become more independent as a learner through coaching. 
 
Notable Achievements 

 Masoumeh - ‘Two distinctions in two units for the first time ever and three offers for university.’ 

 Vandana - ‘Offer from my first choice of Surrey University (ranked 4th in the league table and 
best university of the year’ 

 Ikra - ‘My coursework grade used to be a merit but with my coach I have gotten distinctions’. 

 Martina - ‘Got the confidence to apply for university which I was unsure about before and now 
got my top offer of Surrey University’. 

 Leena - ‘My attendance used to be so bad in the low 70’s and through coaching I am now on 
85%! Still room to improve but a great achievement’. 

 
What Pupils say: 
“Would recommend to all my pals because it helps students so much. Coaching motivated me to do 
well and highlighted the importance of getting good grades in A levels”. Yassin 
 
“Coaching is a brilliant experience and that more people should have the opportunity to do it. I really 
liked who I was matched with.” Abigail 
 
“It has allowed me to focus more, I have been able to feel more confident within my studies and the 
work I complete. It's a great opportunity for learners who have difficulty with certain subjects and 
allows them to gain a better understanding.” Molly 
 
“I feel I understand my course much better and my content knowledge is increasing. I like the 
personalisation of coaching and it's really fun and helped boost my learning. It should be 
offered to more students”. Cheyenne 

 
4. Could you give us an estimate of how many people have been reached by the YFN 

funded project/work and by how much? 
 
Over the two programmes we have ran coaching programmes for: 

 35 Year 12 and Year 13 pupils. 
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 Trained 16 university students and recent graduates as coaches. 
 

5. Can you tell us any personal stories to highlight the value of funding from YFN?  
Fazila from Crest Academy has received offers from LSE and City University to study Law, If 
successful, she would be the first in her family to go to university. 

 
6. Do you have any other comments regarding YFN funding?  

It has not only allowed CoachBright to run these two programmes but helped us develop our 
programme, expand our reach and improve our provision. 
 
As a result, since we last met in June, we have gone from working with 30 pupils to over 150 pupils 
this academic year and partnering with organisations beyond London including supporting the 
outreach work of Oxford University and working with a school in Exeter, Devon. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


